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OFFICERS REPORTS

Another summer has come and gone,
        and with it a great Invasion. While
        our attendance wasn’t as good as

had been hoped those that were there had
a great time and got to see a big piece of
the local country side. All in all it was
a fun time for the attendees. So now let’s
all support Donna and make plans
to attend next year in Tulsa.

Speaking of Invasions I’d like to find a way to engage the folks in the
western part of the country in the process. I know that being in California
or Oregon, or any of the other places in the west containing membership
may make you feel that you’re too far away to participate in the get
togethers. So, I’d like to propose, that we have east and west region
Invasions each year so that everyone has an opportunity to attend a get
together. Since Invasions are run off the registration income, I see no
reason why, if someone will step up, this can’t be done. Any one or group
who’d like to do this, contact me and we’ll see what can be done.

We’re still looking for help in running the organization. Scott and I have 1
volunteer, for which we are grateful, but it would be nice to have one more
so that no one feels overwhelmed. In any case, thank you Rich for helping
out.

The survey of members is still out there and even though we’re past when
I thought we’d end it I encourage those who haven’t to fill it out. The
results will be shared in the newsletter and on the website with everyone
so we can get a bit of a picture of ourselves as a group. So come on,
participate and then drive’emtil the roads wear out.

Mike

OFFICER REPORTS
President - Mike Phillips
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Vice President - Scott Christie

It’s mid-September as I write this and the car
show season is quickly winding down. I
trust you were able to show your Alpine

to the world and promote the Sunbeam marque
in the midst of all those MG’s and Triumph’s you
so often see at British car shows. Personally I
look forward to the fall because that’s when I
enjoy top-down motoring the most. There’s
nothing quite like crisp fall air, the leaves in all
their colorful splendor, and the sound of the
Alpine hustling through a winding country road.
This is what it’s all about!

I have some good news to report, in that Rich Vose has kindly volunteered
to replace Paul Scofield as Membership Director when Paul steps down
later this year. Rich succumbed to my repeated public outcries for help,
and I’m glad to see him on board.  We still need to see growth in existing
and new regional chapters, so please do all that you can to promote the
club and the car. We’re anxiously awaiting the results of the club survey
to see how we can make this club even better.

Another successful Invasion has come and gone. The highlight of Invasion
V for me was the excellent road rally put on by Scenic Road Rallies. If
you haven’t visited their website to see our pictures, visit
www.scenicroadrallies.com. The weather was superb, the scavenger hunt
was a blast, and my teammates were hilarious. We were one navigator
short, which would have left me alone for the day so Ian Spencer and
Barry Knight kindly jumped into my car to be my navigators. The
“occasional rear seat” in the Alpine was Ian’s home for an entire afternoon
and he seemed to do well. He certainly caught all the bugs as his head
was higher than the windshield! We tied for first with Andy McGraw and
Chris Dell, but the tiebreaker gave the win to the youngest driver. Andy
produced his driver’s license and won by four months! The parts room had
plenty to offer and the camaraderie was to be expected. Ken Ellis showed
up with his entire tool shed on wheels and was a tremendous help to
those with minor breakdowns. All in all another memorable Invasion. My
thanks to Bill Blue and Mike & Jean Adams for a job well done. We’re
looking forward to Tulsa next year. If you’d like to host an Invasion please
contact any of the officers for information.

Scott Christie
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Preserving the past for the future
Registered Charity – no 1108882

Patrons: Lord Rootes, T.D. Rootes and
W.B.  Rootes

Who are we?
An independent charity established by the Association of Rootes Car
Clubs (ARCC) in November 2004 and registered by the Charity
Commission in April 2005. We moved in and opened for business in May
2005.

What do we do?
The Rootes Archive Centre Trust’s stated purpose is:
“To advance education in the subjects of automotive and motor industry
history and heritage, by the establishment and maintenance of a
museum/archive centre for the preservation and study of archives or other
material of historical significance of, connected with or pertaining to the
Rootes Group and associated or successor companies.”

We have a partnership arrangement with the Museum of British Road
Transport in Coventry and are keen to formalise similar arrangements with
other motor museums and libraries, to facilitate the widest possible access
to our unique collection of historic material – a window on the engineering
excellence of a whole era of British car-making and the growth, dominance
and decline of the Rootes Group, one of our greatest home-grown car-makers.
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What archives?
The heart of the Centre’s collection is the Rootes Engineering Department
archives – approximately 150,000 technical drawings/ blueprints covering
the period from the late 1950’s to the early 1980’s, as well as  microfiche’d
drawings that extend the record back to World War II, with some pre-war
material dating back to the start of the Rootes Group in the early 1930’s –
up to 300,000 records in all. They have been placed in the care of the Trust
by Peugeot Motor Company, as the successors in title to the Rootes
Group, whose assistance in rescuing and preserving these archives we
gratefully acknowledge.

We also have bound ledgers of model assembly lists, a room full of files
about engineering design changes engineering specifications, and many
thousands of film negatives. All this priceless material is available for
consultation by automotive historians, academic researchers, anyone
interested in the history and development of their favourite model, or car
clubs wanting to research options for remanufacture of scarce parts.

Other material is being added to the collection all the time, as news of the
Centre becomes more widely known.
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Facilities?
As well as storage under controlled conditions for the archives, we have
fully-equipped study rooms and a meeting room large enough for club
committee meetings. We have our own facilities for catering/hospitality
and a lounge area where light refreshments can be consumed.

Access?
The Archive Centre is easily reached from motorways and main roads, or
by rail. Westcott is about 10 miles from Junction 9 M40, just off the A41
between Bicester and Aylesbury, both towns having good rail links to
London.

There’s a range of accommodation nearby for those wishing to stay
overnight, from B&B to four-star hotels (details available on request).

The Archive Centre is open by appointment, most weekends. There’s a
programme of special themed open days aimed at specific interest
groups, and we welcome suggestions for other events that will help to
maximise access to the Centre’s collection.
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How can I help?

- financially, by a donation. Any sum, however small, will be very
welcome, and as we are a registered charity the Gift Aid scheme enables
us to reclaim tax on all donations if you are a UK taxpayer, if you
complete and sign a simple form.

- practically, by helping in the ongoing and exciting task of exploring,
sorting and cataloguing the archives. We are already making some
exciting discoveries; it’s obvious there is a lot more waiting to be
unearthed.

Contact us as follows:
The Rootes Archive Centre Trust
Tim Sutton (Secretary to the Trustees)
Dawn Cottage, Purrants Lane
Leafield, Oxon OX29 9PN
Tel 01993 878471
Email: suttonbadham@btinternet.com
Website: www.rootesarchivecentre.com
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Andy “Hard Luck” McGraw
by

Ian Spencer

Andy McGraw and I
        have been friends

            for almost 20 years
now. Shortly after he and I
started hanging around
together he bought a ‘63 S3
ST which needed a general
“fix up”. Andy has been
driving and working on this
same car since.

Invasion 3 was Andy’s first
real road trip in this car

since he has owned it. The entire time he has owned the car it has stayed
on local roads, so the trip to Dillard, Georgia was a real adventure for him.
Shortly after getting on the road Andy’s generator seized up which left him
stranded along side the road. Lucky for us, Jan Servaites was along with a
truck and empty trailer. After stopping to pick up Scott Christie and Mike
Phillips in Cincinnati we were able to make an emergency repair and get
Andy back on the road.

Andy’s next magical feat was while we were driving through the National
Forest near Gatlinburg, TN. We were making our decent down the
mountain when I noticed Andy had a flat tire. We had to drive several miles
before finding a safe place to pull off to perform an emergency tire change.
Of course, old “Mr. Lucky”  was equipped with a flat spare tire... which
ment he would have to borrow one from someone else. We soon had Andy
back on the road and found a filling station in town which had a tire repair
kit and an air pump. We patched his tire and got him back on the road with
his complete matching set of rims. This series of events labeled Andy as
“Mr. Lucky” or “Hard Luck” McGraw. A name he is working hard to live up
to this day!

We now jump a head in time to the present day. Andy is meeting Mike
Phillips and me at a location near my house to rendezvous for the trip over
to Rushville, IN for Invasion 5. We fuel up and get on the road at around
5:00 PM for the hour and a half trip East on I-70 through Richmond, IN
before hitting back roads through Connersville, IN to Rushville. Andy is
taking the lead in his white S3, I’m following behind with my son Tristan
and BRG SV in tow behind my ‘04 Land Rover Discovery. Mike Phillips
brings up the lead in his blue Tiger.
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Traffic is getting heavy East bound on I-70  as we approach Richmond. I’m
admiring Andy’s car as I follow behind him in my Rover. The sun is
beginning to set which bakes a pretty backdrop as he drives down the
road. Suddenly, I notice his left had rear wheel slowly start to wobble. Very
subtile at first... I almost have to take a second look thinking that it’s just
the unimproved road we are driving on. Once again... wobble... wobble, this
time definitely a problem, not just bad road. With in seconds his wheel
gyrated madly as if it’s about to fall off!

I instantly look in my rear view mirror and change lanes punching the
accelerator on the Land Rover in order to pull up next to Andy. His wheel is
out of control at this point so I rolled down my window and yelled to him,
“Pull over... NOW!” Mr. Lucky was luck this time. We were just
approaching a rest area as this started to happen. Seconds later and we
would have missed our opportunity to get off of the highway. Andy
immediately pulled over and we followed him. Seconds later could have
been disastrous... Andy’s wheel was just about to fall off. He had lost 2 lug
nuts and broken 2 wheel studs. The other 2 lug nuts were just hanging on
by their last threads.

Luckily, I had decided to trailer my Series 5 because I was bringing parts
to the event for the parts room. The simple solution was to off load my
Series 5 and load Andy’s Series 3 on the trailer. This would get us back on
the road and to the event on time. We could always fix the car once we
arrived and had a chance to relax and eat.

We had just formulated a plan when  Brad Babb’s wife Michele walked up.

“Am I glad to see you.” She said.
“What are you doing here?” We said.

Michele explained that the transmission in Brad’s truck had exploded and
they had just managed to make it to this rest stop. No, what are the odds
of that... both of us being stranded at the same rest stop!

Brad and Michele had already called for a rescue truck to come haul his
rig off for repair.  After off-loading his Alpine from the trailer we were off and
running with a new member to our caravan. Luckily,  the remainder of the
trip was uneventful.

We soon arrived at the Holiday Inn just outside of Rushville, Indiana where
the event was taking place. Eric Gibeaut had already arrived with Jim Ellis
and the parts room was filling up. My son Tristan was a big help for me
when it came time to set up parts. He and Jim Stone haggled on some
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parts and Tristan made his first sale of the evening. Those are moments
that make the old man proud! Tristan, who is a die hard Star Wars fan,
discovered the Jim Ellis was actually a Sith Lord and kept busy the rest of
the evening using his force powers on Jim. The adults used the force to
handle a few beers and keep the war stories under control.

What truly amazed me was that Jim’s laptop computer was connecting to
the hotels wireless network and live up to the second Invasion reports were
being fed to the www.saoca.org web site. The entire world knew about Hard
Luck McGraw’s break down before we even had time to call Jan to ask him
to bring a replacement rear hub for the repair.

Friday morning soon arrived. Tristan made a new friend in Butch Markel’s
grandson Dylan. They played well together and even went on a sight
seeing tour of the area with Butch and Ruth Markel.

Soon after Jan arrived we found ourselves getting ready to change the
broken hub on Andy’s car. Changing a rear wheel hub is a simple job and
usually goes off without a problem... that is unless you can’t get the hub
off. Sometimes these hubs are on so tight they just won’t budge. That is
why it’s very important to use the right tools and follow some very
important tips.

Always make sure the hub puller is fastened tightly to the hub. If it is loose
or sloppy it will not work and the lugs could break.  Make sure you are
using a very heavy duty hub puller as well. (See below)

The problem we were faced with regarding Andy’s car was that he actually
broke two lugs, which
ment that we had nothing
to attach the hub puller
to... so I had to drive out
the broken studs and
fasten the hub puller with
hardened bolts. We were
then able to apply force to
the hub puller with a
hammer to pull the hub.
Now, here is another
important tip when using
a hub puller on the rear
axle.  After you  remove
the big nut and thick
washer that holds the hub
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Andy “Hard Luck” McGraw’s Series 3 Alpine back on the road.

in place on the axle, replace the big nut WITHOUT the thick washer.
Tighten the nut until it is flush with the end of the axle shaft leaving space
between the hub and nut where the washer used to be. This will do two
things. First, it will prevent the hub from flying of and landing on the floor or
your lap when it releases from the axle. Second, it will prevent the hub
puller from damaging or mushrooming the threads on the axle with all the
pressure you are about to apply to it!

Andy’s hub came off for us without much drama because his wheels had
already been converted from wires to steel before. I think the total job took
us 15 - 20 minutes and that included getting his car off the trailer too!

Now that Andy’s car was fixed we could sit back and enjoy the event and
the people who had arrived. Thanks to everyone responsible for hosting
such a wonderful event. - END
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The Invasion V Parts Room

If you are looking for those hard to find bits, be sure to attend the next
event. There were plenty of new and used parts to build several complete
Alpines! The parts room is the central gathering place for all who attend.



OFFICIAL
SAOCA

HAT

2006 Membership Renewal $30.00

This is your reminder!

Membership renewal will now begin for 2006 for all members. The
membership renewal period will expire Dec 31, 2005. If you do not renew
before the expiration date your membership will be considered inactive.

Please welcome Rich Vose as our new Membership Chairman

Mail to:

ATTENTION

Club President Mike Phillips says “THANKS”
for your continued support.

Rich Vose
2400 S. Emerson #2

Gillette, Wyoming 82718

Pay Pal:
www.paypal.com

Make payment to: saoca@sunbeamalpine.org

Please do not mail membership renewal to the editor.



IN MEMORY OF MIKE ADAMS

It’s with great sadness that I report the passing of Mike Adams. Mike
passed away in his sleep on Monday, October 3rd at 8:00pm after being
diagnosed with two brain tumors. Mike and his wife Jean have been great
supporters of the SAOCA and have attended every Invasion event with their
Carnival Red Series II Alpine.  In July of this year Mike and Jean assisted
Bill Blue as co-hosts of Invasion 5 in Rushville, Indiana.

Memorial contributions can be sent to one of three options:

Purdue Cancer Center
Stephanie Mannon Grabow

Purdue Cancer Center
201 S. University Blvd.
W. Lafayette, IN 47907

(Note: If you are making a gift to one of the Purdue areas, please make the
check to Purdue Research Foundation. Note "Michael H Adams memorial"

in the memo line or on a separate sheet of paper.)

Purdue University, Department of Forestry (Mike's Purdue degree)
Erik Putman

Agriculture Administration, Rm 4
615 W. State Street

W. Lafayette, IN 47907

Greenwood United Methodist Church, Music Department
525 M. Madison Avenue
Greenwood, IN 46142



More from the parts room...

Is that an overdrive transmission just in front of those beautiful hardtops?
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The Invasion V Road Rally

The Sunbeam Alpine Club held their national convention in Rushville,
Indiana the weekend of July 29-31. Members from throughout the
country invaded this small rural town for a weekend of automotive

bliss and to renew friendships made from past conventions. On Saturday,
July 30th, we conducted a road rally for the club that meandered
throughout the county and included five covered bridges on the course! It
was a beautiful sunny day for the members to bring out these neat little
British sports cars for a romp in the country side.

As with all of our rallies a scavenger hunt was included in the 65 mile road
course. One of the more elusive items on the list was a Kennedy Half
Dollar and a horse shoe. To our surprise many of the teams came back
with almost all of the scavenger hunt items plus some extras just incase
someone else needed an item and would like to barter! Butch & Ruth
Markel from Pennsylvania took fifth place driving their 2005 Ford Focus.
Its sort of difficult to fit the children into a two seat sports car on a 500
mile journey into the hinter land. Fourth place was swept up by Jim
Granwehr and Donna Baugess from Oklahoma driving a 1998 Chevrolet

Above: Driver Andy McGraw and Navigator Chris Bell prove to be an
unstoppable force in this years road rally. It was great to see them
having such a good time.
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Road Rally Results

1st Place: Andy McGraw & Chris Bell - 1963 Alpine S3

2nd Place: Scott Christie, Barry Knight & Ian Spencer -1963 Alpine S3

3rd Place: Ken & Kyle Ellis - 1967 Sunbeam Alpine S5

4th Place: Jim Granwehr & Donna Baugess - 1998 Chevrolet Prism

5th Place: Butch & Ruth Markel - 2005 Ford Focus

6th Place: Dwain Cooke & John Grumbling -1962 Alpine S2

7th Place: George Farrell & Tom Carr - 1967 Alpine S5

8th Place: Scott Carothers & Kerrie Zoeller -1967 Alpine S5

9th Place: Phil & Mary Lynn Slayden -1967 Alpine S5

10th Place: Brad & Michele Babb -1965 Alpine S5

11th Place: Carl Hancock II and Carl Hancock III - 1967 Alpine S5

12th Place: Bill & Barb Blue - 2003 Ford Focus

13th Place: Mike & Jean Adams - 1962 Alpine S2

14th Place: Mike & Ben Sherwood - 1966 Sunbeam Alpine S5

Prism. Third place was taken by Ken & Kyle Ellis from Ohio driving a
really nice 1967 Sunbeam Alpine. First place was a tie between Andy
McGraw & Chris Dell driving a slick 1963 Sunbeam Alpine
Series III and Scott Christie, Barry Knight & Ian Spencer in Scott’s
beautiful 1963 Sunbeam Alpine. As with all of our rallies, when a tie
occurs, a “Tie Breaker” envelope is picked to break the tie. In this case
the “Youngest Driver” envelope was picked and Andy McGraw had to
prove that he was younger than Scott Christie by showing his drivers
license, by only 28 days! Congratulations on the win Andy & Chris!
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So another Invasion has come and gone and me still with out a
   running Alpine. My car has been in bits for a little over two years

              now under going a restoration and V6 conversion, leaving me
Pine-less. Now, I still get plenty of Alpine exposure, what with the work on
my car and the board, but when it comes to the best part about the cars,
driving, I am suffering, dependant on an occasional run in one of OD
John’s cars or a short stint behind the wheel of Eric’s Harrington. Do not
get me wrong now driving John’s clean late SV or Eric’s LeMans is a treat
but being bog standard and all, they do not give the same thrill as flogging
a hot Alpine. Well at Invasion V I got to drive the three hottest Alpines at
the show and perhaps three of the hottest Alpines in the U.S. and it
happened like this….

I awoke in my
hotel room to the
phone ringing at
about 7:30 AM.
Thinking no way it
is for me I let my
roommate answer.
“Yeah he is here.”
I hear Eric say. Ok
so it is for me.
“Hello?” On the
other end of the
line, I recognize
the voice of Dwain
Cooke telling me
“Come on down
and lets go for a

drive while we have this cool morning air.” Sure thing! I’ll be right there!

Now Dwain has a very nice SII, running the V6 conversion and I happen to
know it is a rocket. This is one car I really want to drive. I had ridden in it
at Invasion IV and it was a treat but had yet to get behind the wheel. So
I jump into some clothes and head down to the lobby. Now at this point, I
am not sure this is an invitation to actually drive Dwain’s hottie on an
early morning ride. I meet up with Dwain in the lobby and we head
straight out to the parking lot where his lovely red SII is parked. “I want
you to drive it in the cool morning air”. Dwain says “the car is noticeably
quicker when it is cool out.” Oh boy I am driving!

Alpine Test Drive
by

Jim Ellis
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Now Dwain’s car is low to the ground real low so I am more than happy he
is going to get us out of the parking lot and then turn it over to me. Dwain
hits the starter and the V6 comes to life, man it sounds good! We head
out to the main road and run about a mile then he pulls over and it is my
turn.

I confess I was nervous so I eased it out gently, just loping along, getting
the feel of a car I had not driven before. Ok I was driving like grandpa. We
go a little ways and I turn on to a side road between two corn fields,
realizing right away I made a mistake the road is way too rough. We do a
three point turn and head back to the main road. Once there Dwain tells
me to get after it a bit so of course I do. The V6 comes alive about 3k
RPM and pulls hard spinning toward the 6k redline, thinking this is not my
car I shift at 5k and repeat, 5th gear comes all to quick and I back off to
70 mph. As we get close to town, I pull off on the side of the road and turn
the little beauty over to its owner and Dwain takes us back to the hotel.
With a big smile on my face I tell Dwain thanks and go look for a cup
coffee.

Driving impression, WOW! What a rush! The car is smooth, fast and the
V6 pulls hard. The car is a joy to drive.

I met Geoff Tedder for the first time at the event and got a good look at his
SV Alpine racecar during the car show. Mr. Tedder has a very nice no
nonsense car
built by Ian and
Jan. The cars first
outing was at Mid
Ohio earlier this
year and Mr.
Tedder told me he
had a blast out
on the track
mixing it up.
Geoff’s car has
become know as
the “Tedder”
Alpine and is a
beauty. Just a
quick look over it
will tell you it is
all business racing slicks, fuel cell, little race windshield, roll bar, race
seat and a 1725 packing a set of dual 40 DCOE Weber carbs.
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While looking the Tedder car over at the show, I got a call on my cell
phone and it was Michael from down under calling to get the low down on
the event. Now Michael must have a relative at the phone company or own
stock because this is not the first event he has rung me up at to talk
Alpines, and the last time he called he drove his car for me over the
phone, so I could hear his dual Weber engine at full chat. Thinking to
return the favor I ask Mr. Tedder if he would light off his racecar so my
friend calling from Australia could hear it run. With only a small look of,
“Are you a loony”, he shrugged and obliged us, rapping the engine up and
through the marvels of technology it was heard on the other side of the
planet. I thanked Mr. Tedder for his kind act and he being a gentleman
said we were welcome and that if I wanted to drive the car to feel free to
take it for a spin…..

Well it took about an hour before it sunk in… racecar… invite to drive it…
should I … no he was just making conversation… no he must have meant
it. I looked around for Mr. Tedder and he was not in sight… hmmmm the
Tedder car was calling me and it does not take a key. So I flipped the
battery switch and got in, toggled the power switch and hit the starter
button. The engine sprang to life and I nursed the Webers for a few
minutes warming the car up.
When it settled down to a smooth idle I released the park brake and slid it
into gear, eased out the clutch and fed it a little gas. I tooled around the
parking lot and out on the road in front of the hotel. The car pulled hard
and it felt like I was short shifting when I changed to second at 4k. In
second the car pulled a ton, into third it was picking up speed and the
better part of valor told me to slow down and turn around. So back to the
parking lot and I eased it into its spot shutting down all systems.

Driving impression, WOW! What a rush! The car has unreal mid range
power and is a joy to drive. I cannot imagine what it must be like to drive
in anger.
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I have known
Jim Stone
for a couple
of years now
and may be
guilty of
leading him
down the
path of
building hot
Alpine
engines…
Jim has a
very tidy SV
that he has
built a

hammer of an engine for. He used every trick in the book on this one, with
Chevy rods, KB cam, Vizard head, lightened flywheel, balanced and a
well tuned down draft Weber.

Was time to head to the banquet and I was looking at either driving the
Honda or bumming a ride. Jim looks at me and says “Come with me and
drive”. I had driven Jim’s car once before but at the time it was hardly
broken in and he was still tuning so I just eased it along even then it felt
stout and pulled hard but now the car was sorted and had some miles on
it.

Jim and I get in his car and I turn the key. The engine fires with no fuss
and idles nice and smooth; more like what you would expect from a
Toyota than a stone cold Alpine. We take our place toward the end of the
line of cars and after a while, the group is under way. I give Jim a “look”
and he waves his hand and says, “Drive it”. So to get the feel I wind it out
a little and the car really pulls very well no stumble or hesitations. Nice
instant throttle response the engine is a dream. Well on the way to the
banquet with a line of cars in front of us, there was not any real space to
drop the hammer, but now after dinner on the way back to the hotel was a
different story. Leaving the parking lot with a certain blue Tiger behind us I
laid into Jim’s Alpine a bit. The engine climbed very quickly to 4500 rpm
and I made the change to 2nd and the revs shot skyward, with the engine
pulling hard and we were at 4500 again and into third and out of road.
Down shift and compression braking with a big smile we have a couple of
short blasts and all too soon are back at the hotel parking lot. Handing
the keys back to Jim he tells me “I never knew my car was so fast.”
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Driving impression, WOW! What a rush! The 1725 is very rev happy and
tuned to perfection. You could not ask for a better responding Alpine
engine.

Comparing the three cars, Jim Stone’s Chevy rod 1725, left a huge
impression on me. With its smooth wide power band, I think it is the best
running Sunbeam powered Alpine I have ever driven and anyone looking to
rebuild a 1725 would do well to follow Jim’s example. The Tedder car, with
the dual 40s and race trim, is a treat. The Webers really bring the engine
to life in the mid range and with some sorting I think this set up will open
some eyes. [Note to Jan, put the D9 grind cam in it now it will be killer].
Then we have Dwain’s V6 SII. I really like this car. The engine transforms
the Alpine into something else. The balance of the car actually feels better
than a stock engine powered Alpine. This may be due to the placement of
the engine, which I think moves the weight lower and toward the rear of
the car.

My favorite car? How can you pick? They are all three great cars and very
different from one another. Each car is an excellent example of the
different ways we build and use our cars and all three owners should be
very proud of the cars they have created.

Oh and thanks for the wheel time fellows! Wow! What a rush! - END

INTERIORS & RACING SUPPLIES
Martha & Carl Christiansen

P.O. Box 3716
Incline Village, NV  89451

775-833-2424
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Once Bitten, Twice Shy

by Scott Christie

I’m sure many of you have experienced the strange phenomenon that
  befalls us when we first purchase an old car. I’m referring to the fact
  that you can spend weeks, maybe months searching for a particular

car, but you can’t seem to find it. But then you get lucky and find the
exact one you’ve been hunting for. You’re proud of yourself for uncovering
this unique gem. Then it happens – next week you see one just like it in
somebody’s backyard. Your co-worker mentions his neighbor has two
tucked away in his garage. You discover one in a junkyard with a tree
growing up through it. Has this happened to you?

It began happening to me with the purchase last year of a 1961 Humber
Super Snipe. Now mind you I haven’t been diligently searching for one,
but I’ve always kept my eyes open just in case. The fact is you just don’t
see them every day. But now that I finally own one these cars seem to be
coming out of the woodwork!

Which leads me to this story:

 I’m on the phone one day with Doug Jennings, talking Alpines. I asked if
he’d heard I bought a Humber. He had, and quickly pointed out that he
had one in the backwoods behind his shop. What!?!? I immediately asked
details but all he could remember was that it was from the 60’s and had
four headlamps. It was an estate (station wagon) but should have plenty of
useful parts for my car. If I’m brave enough to tackle the foliage I can have
whatever I want. I heard the typical “She ran when we parked it” story, but
he also warned me that nature had taken over the car in the ensuing
eleven years since she was put to pasture. Most of the windows had been
broken by vandals and there’s no telling what may now be calling those
leather seats home. No problem I thought to myself, I’ll come with the
usual gear to cut through a little poison ivy. Doug merely chuckled, secure
in the knowledge that I had no clue as to what I was about to encounter.

My long-suffering brother-in-law, Don Gray, just happened to be visiting
during the July 4 week and he thought this adventure sounded exciting.
(This is the same brother-in-law who helped me build my garage lift –
remember that story? Why he continues to show up is beyond me!)
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We arrive behind Doug’s shop, fully armed with tools that would make a
bushman in the outback happy. Weed wacker, thick gloves, machete,
hornet and ant killer spray, tools, and finally, a shotgun for the snakes (no
kidding).We’re prepared for anything, or so we thought. The first picture
gives you an idea of what greeted us that hot July morning. Pictures are
worth a thousand words, so I’ll merely add to the obvious – this car was
covered in thick green growth!

Don looked at me with that look psychiatrists must give their patients just
before they sign the papers. I assured him this is what lunatic, old car
people do. We must save this piece of history! I gave him the simple rules
we hobbyists live by when approaching an unknown junkyard car:

Rule # 1 - Make lots of noise. This time-tested strategy is known in
suburbia as “the way to scare away any nasty creatures who might dwell
within the vehicle.” This could save the lives of many fellow hobbyists and
really should be taught in our schools. Strict adherence to this rule was
observed at all times during this exercise.

Rule # 2 – Pray that whatever bites you isn’t poisonous. If it is, you
should know the location of the nearest hospital. Wouldn’t it be cool to tell
everyone about the time you fought a 9 foot python for an original ash
tray?

Rule # 3 – It will be worth it in the end because everybody knows junkyard
cars are complete and full of rare parts such as clocks, tool kits, and
priceless accessories. (I think he actually believed me on this one).



Employing a
sophisticated and
well-devised plan of
attack we simply
began hacking at the
brush. All the signs of
an extended stay
were here: paint
faded to nothing;
debris up to the hub
cabs and rockers;
lower body panels as
porous as a single-
ply Kleenex. You
could tell this poor

creature had been here for some time. We encountered lots of spiders
and other creepy crawlies, but thankfully no bees, hornets, biting ants, or
dreaded snakes. Bigfoot was spotted but we didn’t have time to take
pictures. After more than an hour in the hot July sun we managed to
uncover all four doors, the roof of the car, and the entire back end. The
doors opened with a squealing protest and a shower of rust and bugs. The
inch-thick rear tailgate hinges simply snapped in half when we tried to
open it, testifying to the amount of rust we would encounter throughout
the car. Pushing through all the broken glass inside I proceeded to strip
the car of all its usable trim and other goodies while Don soldiered on in
an attempt to reveal the front end of the car.  It was at this point that we
noticed we had drawn a crowd. Doug, his son, and a few friends had
wandered back to see if we were still alive. I think they were quite
surprised to see an actual car under all the brush!
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With an audience
cheering us on Don
and I hacked through
the rest of the
foliage, finally
revealing the front
end of the car. Gone
were my dreams of
perfect Lumax or
Rootes spot and fog
lamps. Instead, I
looked down and
noticed the front
wheels had sunk
about half way into
the mud and the

bottom of the bumper was against the ground. Hmmmm……
Then we noticed the smell. It took a while to actually identify the smell.
We sat down nearby, wiping our brows, wringing out our shirts, and
commenced discussion of “the smell”. Rotten vegetation? No. Dead
animal? Mmmmm, no. Vomit after a frat party? Maybe. Rotting dead
animal that died at a frat party with vomit on it? Probably.  Whatever it
was, we knew it emanated (germinated?) from under the hood. So which
of the brave fools amongst us was going to open said hood? I agreed, but
only because I knew how to open a Humber hood. Firmly grabbing the
release handle I gave a yank. It came off in my hands. Okay, plan B. We
both gripped the edge of the hood. It crumbled in our hands. Okay, plan C.
We yanked the hood up, grabbing whatever sound metal we could.  In
final protest over our raping and pillaging, the old girl’s hood hinges cried
out in screeching protest. We looked into the engine bay. And there it
was. Resplendent in all its glory. Perched on the rusty valve cover was a
perfect pile of fresh cat poo. Yes my friends, we put our lives seemingly in
danger that day, for cat poo. As I look back on that day now, I realize we
must have disturbed an entire colony of fetid felines living in the engine
bay. But at that moment, with the wave of stench crashing through our
nostrils like a centuries old urinal cake, all I could think about was finding
a place to deposit my stomach’s contents. We never saw an actual cat,
but signs of them were all over the engine. So here was the frat party!
Being the dedicated hobbyist and parts gatherers that we are we pressed
on. But you can only hold your breath for so long. We decided we’d
gathered enough parts for one day, and breathing this air really wasn’t
worth digging deeper into the bowels of the car for the generator or fuel
pump. Perhaps another time.
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Triumphant, we piled our hard-won treasures into the van, saluted our
admiring audience, and went home to tend to our mosquito bites and
scratches. So the next time you approach a junkyard car remember,
instead of a shotgun you might just need a scooper and a gas mask. And
a tetanus shot. - END
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